Installation Methods

Nu-core® panels can be installed onto load bearing structures using conventional methods or innovative German awarded
Smartfix® system. The choice of installation method will depend on desired final appearance and performance of the building,
but necessary panel handling, fabrication process as well as field labor cost, deadlines and installation steps may have significant influence when making that decision.
Nu-core® panels are highly suitable for application both on existing and new constructions using any of the common facade
systems: pressure equalized, ventilated and non-ventilated.
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Nu-core® Cassette

Nu-core® Cassette fix (suspended Cassette)
Cassette fix cladding system allows the installation of Nu-core® panels with invisible, adjustable fixings onto exterior walls.
Nu-core® cladding acts as first line of defense against rain - water wets the panel surface, but runs down the screen.
Ventilated, 20 to 100mm cavity between the cladding screen and the wall/insulation surface, although not completely pressure
equalized, enables air to freely circulate and vaporise moisture, keeping the wall and insulation as dry as possible.

Nu-core® Cassette fix

Nu-core® Cassette Fabrication
Prior to installation, flat sheets are fabricated using conventional tools and methods. After sized to measure, Nu-core® panels
are back skin routed along the marked fold lines and notched to allow for installation onto vertical subgirt. Nu-core® Cassette is
formed by bending along fold lines and reinforcing the edges.
Consult Nu-core® Panel Fabrication Manual for general guidelines and recommendations on sizing and routing equipment.

Nu-core® Cassette fix

Nu-core® Suspended Cassette Installation
Sub-girts to be packed out in a plum vertical plane using packers. It is then recommended that the installation begins at the
bottom run of the wall. Install cassettes across the bottom of the wall and then step up, repeat process.
Remove protective film immediately after installation.
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Nu-core® Rainscreen System
Rainscreen System comprises of an outer cladding separated from the load bearing structure by ventilated air cavity that
promotes drying, interrupts the capillary action and allows water or condensed moisture within the wall assembly to escape
down the cavity and then outside, making external wall insulation used in this way superior in performance. The amount and
location of the vents has to be carefully calculated. Minimum of 25mm cavity is required, but the width of the cavity also depends
on the necessary thickness of Thermal Insulation. Rainscreen System does not rely only on the performance of the outer face to
keep the water and moisture outside and the use of proper Water Barrier is required. Non-porous surface makes Nu-core® ideal
material for Rainscreen facade system.

Nu-core® Rainscreen System

Nu-core® Cassette Fabrication
Prior to installation, flat sheets are fabricated using conventional tools and methods. After sized to measure, Nu-core® panels
are back skin routed along the marked fold lines and notched to allow for installation onto vertical subgirt. Nu-core® Cassette is
formed by bending along fold lines and reinforcing the edges.
Consult Nu-core® Panel Fabrication Manual for general guidelines and recommendations on sizing and routing equipment.

Nu-core® Rainscreen System

Nu-core® Cassette Installation
Sub-girts to be packed out in a plum vertical plane using packers. It is then recommended that the installation begins at the
bottom run of the wall. Install panels across the bottom of the wall and then step up, repeat process.
Remove protective film immediately after installation.
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Nu-core® Wet-seal System (fixed Cassette)
Wet-seal system relies on the outer face seal as the only defense against water and moisture penetration. Cassettes are
installed onto load bearing structure with staggered angle aluminium clips and joints are sealed with caulk in order to form
a perfect, impermeable envelope around the building structure that will stop all water penetration.

Nu-core® Wet-seal System

Nu-core® Cassette Fabrication
Prior to installation, flat sheets are fabricated using conventional tools and methods. After sized to measure, Nu-core® panels are
back skin routed along the marked fold lines and notched. Nu-core® Cassette is formed by bending along fold lines and reinforcing the edges.
Consult Nu-core® Panel Fabrication Manual for general guidelines and recommendations on sizing and routing equipment.

Nu-core® Wet-seal System

Nu-core® Wet-seal System Installation
Sub-girts to be packed out in a plum vertical plane using packers. It is then recommended that the installation begins at the
bottom run of the wall. Install cassettes across the bottom of the wall and then step up, repeat process.
Remove protective film immediately after installation.
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Nu-core® Smartfix® System
Nu-core® Smartfix® fixing system has been developed to introduce a more efficient way of creating a facade free of exposed
fixings and sealants, acknowledging the importance of architectural and aesthetic demands. With an emphasis on flexibility, a
wide range of Smartfix® aluminum extrusions have been developed to provide the designer with a number of fixing options for
both internal and external applications.

Nu-core® Smartfix® System

Nu-core® Fabrication for Smarfix® Installation
After sized to measure, Nu-core® panels are edge routed to allow for installation with various Smarfix® extrusion profiles.
For more information on available options and Smarfix® extrusions visit www.smartfix.com.au

Nu-core® Smartfix® System

Nu-core® Smarfix® Installation
Sub-girts to be packed out in a plum vertical plane using packers. It is then recommended that the installation begins at the bottom run of the wall. Install panels across the bottom of the wall and then step up, repeat process.
Remove protective film immediately after installation.
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Nu-core® Open Joint Panel System
Nu-core® panels can be installed in a few easy steps using only two-step drill and rivets. The use of proper Thermal Insulation
Panels and Weather Membrane is required.

Nu-core® Open Joint Panel System

Nu-core® Panel Fabrication
Prior to installation, flat sheets are fabricated using conventional tools and methods. After sizing to measure, drill the holes at
marked positions not removing the protective film on Nu-core® panel surface.
Consult Nu-core® Panel Fabrication Manual for general guidelines and recommendations on sizing and routing equipment.

Nu-core® Open Joint Panel System

Nu-core® Open Joint Panel System Installation
Sub-girts to be packed out in a plum vertical plane using packers. It is then recommended that the installation begins at the
bottom run of the wall. Install panels across the bottom of the wall and then step up, repeat process.
Contact Nu-core® or your rivet manufacturer for information on color matching. Remove protective film on the small area around
the hole before riveting and from the rest of the panel immediately after installation.
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Nu-core® Curtain Wall
Nu-core® Curtain Wall combines high quality, fast installation and reduced field labor costs with superior performance and
design flexibility. It is suitable for application on both existing and new constructions. In comparison to other Installation methods
installation process can be up to 60% faster using Curtain Wall System.

Nu-core® Unit Fabrication
Fabrication process is completed in the shop environment under strict quality control procedures what results in a higher quality
standard compared to field assembled systems. Modules are generally constructed one story tall and one module wide but may
incorporate multiple modules. The size of the Nu-core® Curtain Wall Unit is dictated by the maximum available Panel dimensions, floor to floor height and sensible dimensions for transportation and installation. The joints between the large panels are
made of rubber gaskets and silicone sealants to ensure weather-tightness. Proper placement of insulation at the curtain wall
perimeter reduces energy loss and potential condensation issues.
Nu-core® Curtain Wall

Nu-core® Curtain Wall Installation
Adjustable anchor profiles are fixed on floor slabs according to facade project.
The curtain wall connections to anchor must be designed to allow differential movement while resisting the loads applied.
Pre-assembled units are delivered on site to be lifted and installed on the predefined positions using standardized equipment.
Careful integration with adjacent elements such as other wall claddings, roofs, and base of wall details is required for a successful installation.

Nu-core® Curtain Wall

